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So… it’s that time of the year again—the holidays—very merry in many ways, messy and stressy in
others. It can be a difficult time for our mental health even without a pandemic. The upcoming
weeks of managing difficult family conversations, finances, and travel plans are enough to
switch the mind from holiday cheer to holiday jeer. Additionally, spikes in coronavirus cases
have forced many to reconsider long-standing traditions. Depression, stress, and anxiety are also
on the rise as a result. And as if that isn’t enough, many of the measures we have to take to slow
the spread of the virus—such as sheltering in place and social distancing—worsen feelings of isolation and grief.
In addition, for military families, there’s a whole new level of challenges to the season. If a loved
one is deployed, it means celebrating a holiday without them. Even If they’re at home, they
still have to battle the unpredictable schedules and last-minute requirements of military jobs. As a
result, service members and their families are prone to depression, due to the very nature of a military job. Combat, separation from loved ones, and even the everyday stress of daily, military duties can significantly alter the brain, making someone more vulnerable to the condition.
Additionally, the holidays may by be stressful for someone with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Memories of loved ones and comrades who didn’t make it home from war are resurfaced, causing feelings of extreme sadness. This often comes along with withdraw from normal activities of life, along with other common PTSD symptoms including: anxiety, insomnia, worry, disrupted mood, guilt ,shame, and a host of others.
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Click here for the VA’s guide to help veterans cope with PTSD during the holidays.
Click here for 8 tips for preparing for the holidays with PTSD.
Click here for 5 things veterans can do to seek care.
It’s crucial to know that help is readily available for those who need it, but also seek it. If you or
someone you know is need of guidance, contact the National Veterans Crisis Hotline: 800-2738255, and press 1. There’s also the National Women Veterans Hotline: 855-829-6636

Continued on Page 3

Discuss anything you like, any
time you like. Someone will
listen or answer any questions.

Click the Image to watch
how PTSD effects other
Veterans and symptoms
they experience.

Cheese! How to Spread Smiles This Holiday Season
Written and Researched by Jeffery Jenkins

The holidays are a special time of year to celebrate, create memories, and relax after a long year. In
the spirit of giving, the holidays are also an ideal time to recognize the exceptional service and
sacrifice of our nation’s veterans—some who’s holidays aren’t so merry and may not have family to
be with. You can help veterans who serve and protect by volunteering your time, donating items, or
simply by making a cash contribution to a worthy cause. Here are some of the ways to help spread
holiday cheer to veterans this holiday season.
1. Contact a local Veterans Association residential home or hospital. Often times there are multiple
older vets who either are hospitalized or in residence, without family or friends around to keep them
company during the holidays. Most of these centers plan fundraisers where you can further help.
The VA Search is a helpful tool to find local VA hospitals and more veterans-based facilities. This site
categorizes information for browsing by state and administration, as well as by viewing through an
interactive map of the United States.

CNN, put together a checklist to spread Christmas cheer with very simple gestures to spread kindness.
More Ways to Smile
Click here for more Christmas programs and options
available to military families.
Click here for tips on where
and how to adopt a service
member for the holidays.
Click here for a full list of
requested items, and to
learn more about Holiday
for Heroes.
Click here for a list of 82 top
-rated charities that support
the military, veterans, and
their families, as rated
by Charity Navigator.

Elk Lodge’s has programs targeted toward any veterans that are lonely or isolated. Veterans in VA
hospitals, assisted care homes, community living center, retirement homes, homeless and transitional shelters, and hospital domiciliary programs are all eligible.
For more guidance on where to find local veterans in need, click here.
For eligible military service members, veterans, and their families, click here for more on how you can
apply for holiday support as part of Soldiers' Angels Adopt-A-Family program.
2. Donate to the annual American Red Cross Holiday for Heroes campaign. They provide the community with the opportunity to donate items for care packages and send messages of thanks to military members and local area veterans that are in hospitals or nursing homes for the holidays.
3. Deck the halls using military discounts. Service members and their families can save money on fun
and festive holiday décor through certain programs and retailers. Christmas Decor “brings a little extra holiday spirit into the homes of military families” with its annual Decorated Family Program. Trees
for Troops provides free, farm-grown Christmas trees to military service members and their families.
Home Depot and Lowes offer 10% discounts to military families.
4. Send holiday cards to active soldiers. Sending holiday cards to deployed troops is a great way to
spread holiday cheer to those who won’t have any loved ones around. For tips on how to write the
cards and finding programs to send the cards to, click here.
5. Volunteer/Donate. There are endless opportunities to volunteer and donate to a worthy
cause year-round, but your contributions could be especially significant to a veteran during the holidays.
Know a Vet? focuses on assisting veterans, and their families, access and use the VA benefits they are
entitled to receive. We provide free service to educate these families on how to get that help,
through government and/or community resources, for their best possible life after service. Please click here to donate and help support our cause to serve those who’ve risked their lives
to protect our freedom.
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Phone Numbers

How to Manage Holiday
Stress
Continued from Page 1

Set realistic expectations. Mentally prepare yourself that it's going to be different this
year. Coronavirus travel restrictions and public safety mandates that put limits on gatherings may cause your holidays to look different. Think of ways you can celebrate at home or
virtually.
Also, as families change and grow, traditions and rituals often change as well. Be open to
creating new ones. For example, if your adult children or other relatives can't come to your
home, find new ways to celebrate together, such as sharing pictures, emails or videos. Your
holiday plans may look different this year, but you can still find ways to celebrate.
Practice self-care. Stress can ruin your holidays and your health if you’re not careful. Tending to your most basic needs will help eliminate the basic symptoms.

Veterans Crisis Line
1-800-273-8255 +1
Bereavement Counseling
1-202-461-6530
Civilian Health and Medical Program
(CHAMPVA)
1-800-733-8387
Debt Management Center
1-800-827-0648
Education
1-888-442-4551
Health Care

Try these suggestions:
•

Have a healthy snack before holiday meals so that you don't go overboard on sweets,
cheese or drinks.

•

Eat healthy meals.

•

Get plenty of sleep.

•

Include regular physical activity in your daily routine.

•

Try deep-breathing exercises, meditation or yoga.

•

Avoid excessive tobacco, alcohol and drug use.

•

Adjust the time you spend reading news and social media

1-877-222-8387
Homeless Veterans
1-877-424-3838
VA Benefits
1-800-827-1000
VA Combat Call Center
1-877-927-8387

Acknowledge your feelings. The holidays can bring up a range of emotions from sadness,
loss, frustration, anger, and that is okay. You can't force yourself to be happy just because
it's the holiday season. Feelings are there for a reason. Embrace them.

Women Veterans
1-877-222-8387

Plan Ahead. Stress is inevitable during this time of year, but having a plan can help you feel
more in control, and will decrease the amount of stress you feel when your schedule is
busy. Set aside specific days for shopping, cooking, connecting with friends and other activities. Consider whether you can shop online for any items.
To help prevent the spread and exposure of Covid-19, plan ahead
to avoid crowds for holiday season shopping.

How to Deal with Stress & Anxiety
(Holiday Edition) Click Image to
View Video
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Avoiding Family Conflict During the Holidays
Here’s 14 holiday tips for
dealing with the family

Written and Researched By Jeffrey Jenkins

alcoholic or addict.

Family—the source of everlasting, unwavering joy, happiness, and love; a group of related
individuals who are in constant agreeance with one another. As a result, they can easily come
together for events such as the holidays with absolutely no arguments, debates, or conflicts. This
perfect chemistry among a group of…

Click Here to watch the secret
to drama-free family holidays.

Let’s stop there before we lose any more credibility with you. You’ve likely come to the quick
conclusion that much of the above is simply not true for all families. Much of the holidays are spent
worrying about travel plans, what presents to buy loved ones, and holiday dinners. If you have
a mother-in-law who constantly needs to be the center of attention, drama-loving cousins, or
a passive-aggressive uncle, it is helpful to plan ways to help manage these behaviors to avoid
conflict and tense situations. After all, families have the ability to push buttons —particularly during
the holidays when stressed, exhausted and forced to spend time with some maybe not so favorite
relatives.
Help a Vet !
Donate Now Click Here

Click here to read How to
Handle PTSD during the Holidays.

Veterans Crisis Line
1-800-273-8255 +1

Here are five tips to help keep your holidays happy and prevent conflict with family during the
holidays.
1) Be smart about conversation topics: Seeing certain family members may spark an urge to revisit
past or even current issues. However, large family gatherings are the worst possible place
to have such a conversation—especially during the holidays, as it should be the rare chance to
celebrate each other together under one roof. Try to focus on appreciating everyone in your family
and enjoy this opportunity. There is a time and place for everything. Rest assured that you will be
able to deal with your unfinished business, in private and at a later date. Also, you can accidentally
start an argument by discussing something that brings up raw feelings. Try to discuss things that do
not come with emotional baggage attached.
Here is an article from Huffingtonpost.ca, with insight on, questions to avoid during holiday
gatherings.
2) Keep your temper under control: You can’t control what others say and do, but you can control
what you say and do. In order to keep the peace, it is important to hold back any subtly offensive
comments and to try and stop arguments before they truly get started. The smallest trigger can lead
to an explosive argument. Although you will naturally be annoyed by any slick remarks or
rude comments made by less considerate family members, you will be helping to make sure the
dinner goes smoothly if you take a deep breath and try to change the subject. Walk away if
you must (as hard as it may be).
Also, if you drink alcohol, do so responsibly. Consuming excessive amounts of alcohol can lead to
poor decision-making. Decide what your limit is beforehand. Click here for ways to drink smarter
during the holidays.

Shop AmazonSmile
select Friends of the Vet
Center, Inc.
as the charitable organization you would like to support.
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3) Show interest in everyone: Try to keep everyone involved in conversation. One of the most
common complaints after a family dinner is that a certain person or group of people, did not seem
to really be interested in some person’s job, family, travels, or life in general. Throughout the meal/
gathering, ask thoughtful questions that encourage family members to share their news and
opinions. For example, you might ask your cousin what she most enjoys about being a new
parent. Or ask about how your grandfather feels now that he has moved into a new house after
many years. The goal is to make sure no one feels left out.

4. Be Flexible and Compromising: Sometimes traditions must be changed due to changes in the
family structure. For example, when adult children get married new family traditions are often created. The adjustment can lead to feeling disappointed, lonely and reflection about
life, change, and aging. Putting pressure on the family to maintain traditions causes more stress,
and doesn’t change the fact that change is necessary. Be flexible and understanding. Talk
about what each person needs, compromise, and be flexible. Traditions will be rearranged, and, for
example, one holiday will be spent with you, and the other with the in-laws or each year will be a
different arrangement.
5) Start with a positive attitude: Finally, if you feel bad or discouraged in the hours or days leading
up to a family event, you are much more likely to view anything that happens at
the gathering negatively. Instead, do your best to wipe the slate clean and give all your family members a fresh start. Have realistic expectations but avoid allowing any assumptions to encourage
or start conflict. Set the tone early on for an occasion where love, happiness, and cherished memories can be built and last for a lifetime.

Keeping Connected
Hi, My Name Is Roberta:
Expanding Your Social Network As a Senior Citizen
She’s Bringing Her Girlfriend
to Dinner
Bringing Your Girlfriend
Home
Domestic Violence: Recognizing the Need for Help and
How to Get It

The potential for conflict is there when any group of uniquely spirited people come together for one
occasion, let alone family. The cultural expectation that the holidays should be as merry as
a “Hallmark card”, unfortunately is not always lived up to. One poorly timed comment from Aunt
Sally here, and a sly remark from Cousin Junior there can turn an otherwise jolly gathering among
relatives into a holiday nightmare. Fortunately, there are steps you can take that may help you and
your family enjoy the holidays.
Cheers.

Click Here to watch How to deal with difficult relatives at holiday gatherings.
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Shop Safe During the Holidays

Additional Financial Resources
Financial Help For Seniors
Discovering Your Benefits:
Utilizing the VSO
Help With Childcare
Are You Prepared for a
Financial Emergency?

Just as assured that there are gifts to be given, there unfortunately exist the Grinches of the world
that try and spoil the joy. Many shoppers will go online this time of year to find the best deals on
popular items. During the COVID-19 pandemic, online shopping is booming, but some sellers you
buy from may not be what they seem. As a result, record numbers of problems related to online
shopping have been reported.
According to the Federal Trade Commission reports of undelivered items in May 2020
alone nearly doubled the number of reports in December 2019, in the heart of the busy holiday
shopping season.
Scammers look to create a sense of fear or urgency with their victims and unfortunately, this year
seems like the perfect time to strike—the pandemic and unemployment adding to the usual holiday
tension.
Here’s a few tips for online shopping from the Better Business Bureau:

Click Here to Listen
to the FBI Podcast
on Holiday Scams



Ensure the site is secure: https, lock icon, and green URL (if Apple product)



Research the business. Check out its business profile at bbb.org for consumer reviews/
complaints and any alerts



Beware of too good to be true deals. Offers on websites and in unsolicited emails may offer
free or very low prices on hard-to-find items. There may be hidden costs or your purchase may
sign you up for a monthly charge. Look for and read the fine print.



Beware of Phishing. Phishing emails can look like a message from a well-known brand, but
clicking on unfamiliar links can place you at risk for malware and/or identity theft.



Shop with a credit card as you can dispute the charge if something goes wrong.
According to the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center (IC3), In 2018 alone, non-delivery and
non-payment scams together affected more than 65,000 victims, causing almost $184 million in
losses. Click here for the FBI’s tips on avoiding holiday shopping scams.
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The Better Business Bureau also warns of virtual shopping fairs. Many local in-person events, such as popup holiday markets or craft
fairs, have moved online due to the pandemic. Scammers are creating phony copycat events social posts, and emails to confuse
attendees into sharing their credit card information.
The BBB offers these tips to avoid holiday event scams:
Visit the event’s website to see if you need to purchase an admission ticket for the virtual event. If not, watch for scammers trying to
claim otherwise. If this happens, message the event coordinator to help prevent other virtual attendees from being scammed.


Research vendors and the host. If the event is unfamiliar to you, research the host and list of vendors ahead of time. While
virtually browsing from booth to booth, make sure you are only clicking on the links provided. If you are unsure if a shop is
legitimate do an online search for that vendor’s store rather than follow the link provided.



Use a credit card. When making any purchases, use your credit card. This way if anything gets charged that wasn’t supposed to be,
you can file a claim with your credit card company.



Keep your receipts. Make note of all of your purchases and save your receipts. If you have a question about a product or need to
make a return, you will have the vendor’s information readily available.



Know the return policy. Before making a purchase, ask the vendor what their return policy is so you will not run into issues after
the holidays.

For more tips on suicide
prevention, including
understanding the warning
signs and how to talk to a
suicidal person, click here.

How to Approach and Help Someone
With Suicidal Thoughts

One voice is all it could take. One smile. One person to reach out and show that they care. One reason to not extinguish the
one and only flame that ignites the soul. One reason to keep living. One voice can have a heavier impact than the weight of
the world burdened on someone depressed and suicidal.
Nearly 800,000 people die by suicide in the world each year—roughly one death every 40 seconds. It is the 2nd leading
cause of death in the world for those aged 15-24; 4th leading cause of death for adults ages 18-65. However, according to a
study by Treatment for Adolescents with Depression Study (TADS), 80- 90 percent of people that seek treatment for
depression are treated successfully using therapy and/or medication.
There are 9 different classifications of depression, each with specific symptoms. Recurring thoughts of death or suicide or
even a specific plan for it is usually present among those with mild, moderate, and severe depression. Other common
symptoms include: depressed mood, loss of interest in activities, sleeping too much or not enough, a decrease or increase in
appetite, energy level, and lack of concentration. If any of these symptoms last for about two weeks, there may be a case of
mild, moderate, or severe depression. Other things to look out for include missing work, breaking down at work or having
trouble getting out of bed. When it gets to severe depression, the person is having overwhelming thoughts of
suicide, and self-harm. Severe depression causes a person to magnify all the negatives and to minimize any of the positives
in their life. However, depression is also one of the most treatable mental health conditions.
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If you or someone you know are experiencing thoughts of harm or killing themselves, reach out to someone for help. Call
the suicide hotline at 1-800-273-8255, or call a counselor or doctor to get help immediately.
If you’re a veteran in crisis or concerned about one, call the 24/7 Veterans Crisis Line at call 1-800-273-8255 and Press 1. It’s
available to anyone, even if you’re not registered with VA or enrolled in VA health care.
Knowing exactly what depression is and how it can lead to suicide is important, but equally important is knowing when and
how to approach someone with thoughts of suicide; how to start the conversation towards getting them the help they
need. When someone close to you is depressed, offering support can be challenging if you don't know what the person
needs. Additionally, depression also effects everyone surrounding the person. Family members and friends often feel
helpless, not knowing how to reach out or what to do to help their suffering loved one. The depressed can be embarrassed
to say how they feel, anticipating judgment, which makes communication even more difficult. How do you proceed
with such little or no direction? Every case of depression is different, but here are a few universal things you can try that will
empower both you and your loved one toward recovery and hope.
1. Educate Yourself About Depression and Other Mood Disorders
You may not be able to cure your loved one. But you can get more empathy for their condition through education. Doing
this will give you more patience and confidence to tolerate the confusing or frustrating symptoms.
Here are some places to start:
•

MakeTheConnection.net is an online resource designed to connect veterans, their family members and friends, and other
supporters with information, resources, and solutions to issues affecting their lives.

•

The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) provides mental health services at its medical centers and community-based outpatient
clinics. All mental health care provided by VHA supports recovery, striving to enable people with mental health problems to live
meaningful lives in their communities and achieve their full potential. For more information about VHA mental health services, visit
the VA Mental Health website at www.mentalhealth.va.gov.

•

Families for Depression Awareness helps families recognize and cope with depression and bipolar disorder to get people well and
prevent suicides. They offer education, training, and support to unite families and help them heal while coping with mood
disorders.

National Alliance on Mental Illness Family Support Group is a peer-led support group for family members, caregivers, and loved ones of
individuals living with mental illness. You can gain insight from the challenges and successes of others facing similar circumstances.
2. Ask Questions
Chances are that your friend or loved one is not going to voluntarily give up the information that you need, because he or she is too
ashamed of the symptoms and afraid they will be judged. You must dig for the root of the cause. With depression and anxiety, asking
questions is crucial because each person’s experience is different. Here are a few questions to consider:
•

When did you first start to feel bad?

•

Can you think of anything that may have triggered it?

•

Do you have suicidal thoughts?

•

Is there anything that makes you feel better?

•

What makes you feel worse?

•

Are you under stress?
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3. Make Them Smile
Laughter helps and heals; it has powerful physical and mental benefits. Although
you can’t laugh off depression, one of the many benefits of laughter is that it acts as
a buffer against the negatives of life that can lead to depression. According to a recent New
York Times article, laughter may help relieve stress, reduce blood pressure, and help people
become more resilient.
This article from Psychology Today offers four strategies on how to use humor
to manage stress.

Click Here to watch
Love Someone Who
Has Depression? This
is What You Need to
Know.

4. Remind Them of Their Strength’s
It is common for depressed people to feel unworthy of love—another aspect that
makes communication so difficult. One way of helping them to recover is by reminding
them of their strengths. Bring up times in their lives when they showed courage,
compassion, integrity, and perseverance. Boost their confidence by recalling specific accomplishments and encourage them down the path of healing.
5. If You Do Only One Thing, Let It Be Listening
One of the most basic and powerful ways to connect to another person is to listen and give
them our attention—especially if it’s from the heart. Suspend all judgments, open your
ears, and just be the warmth that someone depressed and suicidal desperately needs. Let
your loved one know that they’re not alone and that you care. Don’t take responsibility,
however, for healing your loved one. You can offer support, but you can’t make a suicidal
person get better.

Click Here to watch
How to Deal with
Suicidal Thoughts

Do anything you can to get a suicidal person the help they need. Encourage the
person to see a mental health professional, help locate a treatment facility, or take
them to a doctor’s appointment. Do not be afraid to call 911 to save their life.
Click here for a list of helpful veteran resources and support groups.

Click Here to watch 14 Ways To Tell If
Someone is Suicidal
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If you’re a veteran in crisis or concerned about one, call the 24/7 Veterans Crisis Line at call 1-800-273-8255 and Press 1.
It’s available to anyone, even if you’re not registered with VA or enrolled in VA health care.
You could be the one to save a life.
For more tips on suicide prevention, including understanding the warning signs and how to talk to a suicidal person,
click here.
Other tips on how to help someone with suicidal thoughts.

Vets Helping Vets: The Value of Veteran-led Assistance and Support
Written by Natalie Schroder and Andrea Bowling
Researched by Natalie Schroder
I see the dark clouds coming and I hope I can get home before the downpour starts. The spray from the passing car splashes my windshield and I turn my windshield wipers on high. As I inch my way up to the crosswalk waiting for my turn to enter the on ramp, I hear a
little voice from the back.
“Mom, why is that guy sitting in the rain?”
I cannot help but look over to the corner. Quickly my eyes dart away trying not to make eye contact with the man asking for help with a
soggy cardboard sign.
“He is just looking for some money,” I say quickly hoping that will satisfy her.
“V---E---T..... vet! Mom aren’t you one of those?” she asks in excitement that she read a word by herself.
“Yes, honey I am,” I answer inching my car forward.
“Do you know him?” her questions continue.
“No, I don’t know him,” I say wishing I could get past this corner.
“Why doesn’t anyone help him?”, she continues in her innocence.
“What did you want for dinner tonight? Dinosaur nuggets?” I ask turning on to the on ramp.
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Continuing the drive home, I cannot get rid of the uncomfortable feeling of wanting to help but not
knowing how.
Veterans helping other veterans is one of the most valuable forms of assistance out there for former service members. This is because the experiences and challenges that come from being a Veteran are best understood by other Veterans. Service members share a strong sense of camaraderie
and trust with one another and, as such, many Veterans are eager to help their brothers or sisters
in arms.
When Veterans help other Veterans, both sides benefit. Not only do people receive the help they
need, but those who help often gain a deep sense of satisfaction that can be very therapeutic.
The ways in which Veterans provide help to other Veterans are endless. This article provides an
overview of some of the Veteran-led assistance programs and resources available to former service
members.
Vet Centers is a community based confidential center ran by the VA that focuses on helping war
Veterans, active duty Servicemembers, and family member with readjustment counseling services.
Click here to get a full list of services provided.
National Veterans Foundation (NVF) is a veteran-staffed organization that helps Veterans with a
wide range of issues. Some of the services NVF provides include support in emergency and crises
situations, PTSD counseling, suicide intervention, help for substance abuse problems, VA benefits
advocacy, and help with food and housing insecurity.
To connect with these services, call the Lifeline for Vets at 1 (888) 777-4443 or click here.
Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA) was originally founded by a band of service members who
came home from World War II with spinal cord injuries. This organization provides information,
support, and resources to veterans with disabilities. The help they provide includes medical assistance, legal services, caregiver support, connection to national service officers, and more. To go to
PVA’s website, click here.
Fisher House Foundation operates 87 comfort homes across the U.S. where active military and veterans’ families can stay at no cost while a loved one is receiving medical treatment. The foundation
also provides the Hotels for Heroes program which offers hotel rooms to the families of service
members who are receiving treatment at authorized medical centers when a Fisher House is not
available. To learn more about the programs that Fisher House offers, click here.
Code of Support Foundation has two programs that provide support to military members, Veterans, and their families. PATRIOTlink is a database of free and direct resources for service
members, Veterans, families, and caregivers. To learn more about PATRIOTlink, click
here. Through the foundation’s Case Coordination program, Peer Navigators provide direct, one-on
-one support and assistance with income or housing insecurity, education, employment, financial
counseling, and crisis assistance. For more information on the Case Coordination program, click
here.

Click Here to watch Veterans
Helping Veterans.
National Veterans
Foundation (NVF)
Paralyzed Veterans of
America (PVA)
Fisher House Foundation
Code of Support Foundation
National Veteran Small
Business Coalition (NVSBC)
LOVE OUR VETS – PTSD
Family Support Network, LLC

Help a Vet !
Donate Now Click Here

Helping others makes us happier…. But how we do it
makes a difference!
Watch the Ted Talk
Click Here

National Veteran Small Business Coalition (NVSBC) is a non-profit trade association that provides
support to veteran-owned small businesses. By working with federal agencies and contractors,
NVSBC offers first consideration for federal prime and subcontract procurement opportunities
to veteran-owned small businesses and aids with verification process. To learn more about their
programs, click here.
Veteran families, friends, and caregivers can also help one another.
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Know A Vet?

Vets Helping Vets: The Value of Veteran-led
Assistance and Support
Continued From Page 11

Our mission is to help make
veterans, our families, and
caregivers aware of more
than 80 topics and issues we
have Earned help for (through

LOVE OUR VETS – PTSD Family Support Network, LLC is one example. Their website provides a database of national support groups for family members, as well as guidance
on suicide prevention, and caregiver advice.
To access these resources, click here.

our service), available from
the VA and/or community
and private providers, in
every zip code.

LOVE OUR VETS is continually looking to build their database of nationwide, peer support
groups, so if you know of any ongoing peer support groups for Veteran families,
friends, or spouses, send an e-mail containing the name of the group’s contact person,
their e-mail and/or phone, website, city, and state to LOVE OUR VETS, or message them
on Facebook.
In addition, LOVE OUR VETS also helps people start support groups in their area.
If you need help starting a support group, send them an e-mail or Facebook message!

Our Purpose
Our purpose is to help vets and their families take the actions they need in order to get to their
best life after service in any branch and location. We do this via our:

•
•
•

Our website – We believe that our website, with detailed information on 80+ issues and hundreds of videos, along with links to literally thousands of local resources to help veterans, is the
most in-depth source of information on help available;
We also produce “KnowAVet Life”, on a regular basis, with well researched articles on topics to
better the lives of Post 911 vets and their families, as well as Senior Vets and Surviving
Spouses;
KAV provides personal help via email, social media and phone, through our live, “Champions”
for anyone who asks for help in sorting their issues and options out.

Help a Vet !
Donate Now Click Here

JOIN US on the
KAV FACEBOOK Page

Shop AmazonSmile
select Friends of the Vet
Center, Inc.
as the charitable organization you would like to support.

